Hunters in the Know Take a Doe
By Dallas Barber, Big Game Biologist
As a deer
hunter, you
are truly a
boots on
the ground
wildlife
manager,
regardless
if you are
hunting
private or
public land.
Your choice
to harvest, or more importantly,
pass on an animal has an
impact at a local population
level. Harvesting antlerless deer
is incredibly important when
healthier deer, greater antler size,
and stable population levels are
management goals.
A piece of habitat can only
support a certain number of
deer. As more and more deer
begin to utilize the habitat, the
available food is spread more
and more thin until it reaches
a level at which animal health
starts to decline. By reducing
animal numbers, the share of
available nutrients becomes
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(Jeremiah Zurenda)
more abundant to those animals
remaining on the landscape,
including bucks. Antler size is
largely dependent on nutrition
and so working towards a
balanced sex ratio will help with
the production of larger racked
bucks as well as larger bodied
animals.
In addition to nutrition, harvesting
antlerless deer also has a positive

effect on mature bucks during
the rut. Bucks are so focused
on breeding that they forgo
rest, sleep, and even food for as
long as possible. This devotion
to breeding can be detrimental
when a large population of does is
present.
A buck-to-doe ratio that is
weighted heavily towards does
also leads to females that remain
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unbred during the primary rut.
As a result, a second, third, or
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Research has shown that late
born buck fawns can take 3
years to reach similar antler
sizes of those born earlier in the
spring.
Simply put, evening the buckto-doe ratio improves antler
quality potential on a property
by increasing the nutritional
availability on your land,
reducing the rut to a short
but intense time period, and
reducing the frequency of
late born fawns. It also offers
enhanced fawn survival and
provides more pounds of
deer meat from each animal
harvested.
The Oklahoma Department of
Wildlife Conservation liberalized
the bag limits and season dates
for antlerless deer starting with
the 2020-2021 seasons. Deer
management and antlerless
harvest go hand in hand,
and biologists challenge land
managers and deer hunters alike
to practice both.
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WATER MATTERS
Water and Its Importance to Quail
By Tell Judkins, Upland Game Biologist
Food, water,
shelter,
space, and
arrangement.
These five
key habitat
components
are important
for both
humans
and wildlife,
but may be
obtained in
nontraditional ways. Quail, for
example, need water, but often
rely on their diet to meet their
water intake requirements.
During spring green-up, quail
target newly sprouted plants,
not only for their nutrients, but
also for their water content. In
later spring and summer, fruitproducing plants like blackberries,
pokeweed and even poison ivy
are great water sources.

As rains become more scarce in
summer and vegetation less lush,
quail turn to insects like crickets
and grasshoppers to meet their
water needs. These insects carry
quail into the fall. When winter
arrives, quail are primarily relying
on seeds from native forbs and,
depending on the species, some
seeds contain quite a bit of water.
So what about surface water?
Research by Oklahoma State
University at Packsaddle
and Beaver River Wildlife
Management Areas indicates that
water sources may attract quail,
but has no effect on their survival
or nest success.
Game cameras were installed
on water sources like guzzlers or
water tanks to capture images
of what animals were utilizing
the water during the study. Quail
were rarely seen visiting the water
sources. Instead, other wildlife

like coyotes were observed. It
was found that “surface water
can concentrate quail, but no
evidence was found that water
led to an increase in the number
of quail.” (OSU Extension P-1054)
To improve potential water
sources for quail and other
upland birds on your property,
consider the following:
•
Limit the use of herbicides
and pesticides; if there are no
seeds or insects quail will be
resource limited.
•
Allow native grasses and
forbs to grow; these native
plants promote a healthy
system and are beneficial for
livestock and quail.
•
Reduce the numbers
of exotic or invasive plants;
eastern redcedar can use up
to 30 gallons of water per day
and prevent native plants from
growing, along with several
other negative effects.
To survive, animals need
adequate habitat, but they
sometimes utilize different
methods than we would think.
Though quail don’t require water
in the traditional sense, it doesn’t
make water any less important!

Grasshoppers are a great food source for quail, but can also be an
important source of water for the birds.
Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation

Learn more about the cooperative
quail study by searching for
P-1054 at extension.okstate.edu/
fact-sheets.
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LANDOWNER SPOTLIGHT
Trepper Farms – 2020 Landowner Conservationist of the Year
By Kyle Johnson, Private Lands Biologist
Many
Oklahomans
do a great job
enhancing
and
maintaining
wildlife
habitat, and
the Wildlife
Department’s
2020
Landowner
Conservationist of the Year is
among those elite that go above
and beyond for wildlife and for
youth.
Trepper Farms, established in
2015, is owned and managed
by Troy Flax and Pepper Martin,
both of Norman. The 320-acre
Pottawatomie County property is
home to an abundance of wildlife,
including white-tailed deer, wild
turkey, bobwhite quail, mourning
dove, and waterfowl, but this
hasn’t always been the case.
Dense forest cover and degraded
grasslands were more of the
norm prior to 2015. Since
then, the vision and passion
shared by each owner has led
to a consistent commitment to
restore, enhance, maintain, and
even create habitats desirable to
an array of species. Game and
non-game species alike have
found a liking to Trepper Farms,
and the shared vision of the
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owners continues today.
One of the first calls made by
Mr. Flax was to the Oklahoma
Department of Wildlife
Conservation. Private lands
biologists helped create a
habitat management plan for
the property and provided
technical assistance through the
Department’s cost-share Wildlife
Habitat Improvement Program.
Establishing a prescribed burning
program, thinning dense forests,
and removing cedar tree cover
were some of the projects that
began to take shape.

Trepper Farms offers a great
example of what a little vision
and passion can do for wildlife
and for those that enjoy the
outdoors.
But the technical assistance didn’t
stop with ODWC. Trepper Farms
has also received invaluable
guidance from Oklahoma Forestry
Services, the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, and the
Noble Research Institute, either
by in-person visits or through
field days or online resources.

(Troy Flax)

One of the largest projects
immediately undertaken was
to repair a washed out pond
dam. However, the work didn’t
stop with just a quick repair.
Instead, the half-acre pond was
enlarged to nearly three acres.
Fish structure was added in the
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form of sunken trees and gravel
beds and the pond was enhanced
through seeding and planting.
Today, the previously erodible
areas are covered in vegetation
and the water clarity is excellent.

today, Trepper Farms is not
leased for any recreational
activity. Instead, the 320 acres
is open to family and friends for
hunting, fishing, and many other
recreational events. Even more,
in excess of 10 youth events are
held annually on Trepper Farms.
Each owner believes that today’s
youth should have a place to go,
learn, and enjoy what Oklahoma’s
outdoors has to offer, and youth
events will continue to remain a
high priority for the future.

Certainly, there is no “one size
fits all” management strategy
that applies to every property,
but starting with a vision and
growing a passion are great
starting points. Trepper Farms
offers a great example of what
a little vision and passion can
do for wildlife and for those
that enjoy the outdoors. The
Oklahoma Department of
Wildlife Conservation is pleased
to showcase Trepper Farms as
Oklahoma’s 2020 Landowner
Conservationist of the Year.

Owners of Trepper Farms added
gravel to several ponds, creating
excellent habitat and spawning
beds for fish. (Troy Flax)
Perhaps one of the greatest
achievements on the 320 acres is Forest openings are a great way to enhance dense forest cover for wildlife.
the presence of several coveys of (Kyle Johnson/ODWC)
wild bobwhite quail. In general,
dense tree cover intermixed with
degraded grassland habitats
spell disaster for quail numbers.
However, cross timbers habitat
can attract and provide what
quail require if managed properly,
and that is exactly what Trepper
Farms has provided through
a combination of prescribed
burning, hardwood thinning,
cedar clearing, disking, and
planting.
Sharing the resource and
providing opportunities for
today’s youth are also a true
passion for each owner. Although
hunting leases are so popular

Eastern redcedar trees threaten the health of thousands of acres across
Oklahoma. Removing dense cedar cover helps restore the grassland and
greatly enhances plant and wildlife diversity. (Kyle Johnson/ODWC)

Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation
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TECH NOTE
Disking for Dove: Management Begins Well Before Season
By Joey McAllister, Wildlife Biologist
Many hunters
view dove
season as
the unofficial
kickoff of
hunting
season. With
the opener on
September
1st, it leads
the way
into the fall and winter hunting
seasons. Hunters are able to
get out in moderate weather
conditions and enjoy wing
shooting a fast, fitful, falcon-like
bird. These agile birds can be
a tough target as they zig and
zag while flying past. That said,
a hunter will want to have shot
opportunities at the most dove
possible.
Doves, like any other wildlife
species, are looking for key
items needed for survival – food,
water, shelter. By managing
land accordingly an individual’s
property can be manipulated and
maintained to provide the item
most lacking or most needed
during the hunting season. Dove
season coincides with dove
migration. As temperatures drop
in late summer and through the
fall dove begin to fly south being
“pushed” by cold fronts. This
migration requires a lot of energy.
That energy comes from the food
sources made available to the
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Disking from December through March is a great way to promote the
establishment of many plant foods relished by dove.
dove as they migrate. Therefore,
providing a grain food resource at
that time of year can draw higher
numbers of dove. Since doves
are migratory birds, they are
protected by federal regulations
restricting bating. So it will take
a little more creativity to provide
these needed grains.
Management practices for dove

food resources legal for hunting
will take place months before the
season ever opens. The primary
practice to provide grain for
dove is through food plots. That
term “food plot” likely triggered
a thought process that includes
working ground, purchasing seed,
planting seed, and fertilizing that
newly planted plot. However,
there are simpler, less expensive
Winter 2021

methods for providing a food plot
suitable for dove. The simplest
method is disking.
Disking at the appropriate time
of year can be used to stimulate
desired plant growth. Disking
conducted during the winter
months, December through
early March, will encourage forb
growth. Forbs are best described
as “weeds”, the flowering plants
that wildlife desire as food, both
for browse and for the seed.
Among these winter stimulated
forbs are native sunflower
species. Sunflowers are annual
plants that must grow from a seed
each year. As a result, they have
adapted to produce numerous
seeds from a single plant. These
seeds are relatively large and
are a quality food source for
various wildlife species, including
migrating dove. To encourage
germination of sunflower seeds,
it is as simple as stated above,
run a disk between the months of

December and March. No other
step is needed to produce native
sunflowers. This disking can be in
strips or in a traditional food plot
layout.
It is spring, disking was completed
in the winter, and sunflowers
are beginning to grow along
with other forbs and grasses.
Is there something that can be
done to provide the sunflower
with an advantage? Though the
target plant species is sunflower
many of the forbs that are now
growing will produce a seed
that is desirable to doves. These
other forb species may also
alleviate browse pressure from
deer and other wildlife on the
sunflower plants by providing an
alternative food source. However,
the grasses that are beginning to
grow are likely competing with
these desired forbs and, in turn,
providing minimal resource to
wildlife. So what can be done
to provide the forbs with an

advantage over the grasses?
Grasses and forbs are drastically
different. Not only in appearance
but also with how they function.
As a result, some herbicides
can be used to target grasses
and will have no effect on forbs.
Clethodim does just that. The
entire disk plot can be sprayed
with Clethodim resulting in the
removal of grasses only. This
use of herbicide is not required
to produce a disk plot; however
it can be an additional step to
improve the plot.
In summary, a simple food
plot can be installed by disking
sometime during December
through early March. Grass
specific herbicide can be used
to removing grasses competing
with desired forbs. Disk plots
can be strips or traditional food
plot shapes or sizes. Disk plots
are relatively inexpensive when
compared to traditional row crop
food plots.

Wild-growing sunflowers are one of the top dove foods in Oklahoma and are readily produced through winter
disking. (Joey McAllister/ODWC)
Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation
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